
RUM
PROOF
80 SUGGESTED

RETAIL PRICE

Stone Pier is amber in color, with aromas and flavors 
of banana, dried fruits, orange peel, and vanilla. 
Stone Pier is a versatile rum that can be enjoyed on 
its own or in spirit-forward cocktails.  

$38.99

MAINE CSC: 46912
UPC/EAN:   810021300023
CASE SCC/GTIN-14:   810021300061

THREEOFSTRONGSPIRITS.COM



Stone Pier fuses the clean cane flavor of our own 
pot-stilled Brightwater rum with the smooth, 
tropical depth of a five-year-old column still rum 
made by a family distillery on the Caribbean 
coast of Colombia. Like Three of Strong, our 
Colombian partners make spirits the way we 
do—without the use of any artificial flavors 
or ingredients. 

Our master distiller, Graham Hamblett, starts each 
batch of Brightwater with a base of 100% organic 
evaporated cane juice that has been minimally 
processed to preserve its grassy, vegetal notes. 
Graham then adds pure Sebago Lake water and 
yeast and double distills the rum in small batches 
in our custom-made copper pot.

The aged rum begins with Grade A molasses, 
column-distilled under the supervision of a 
Maestro Ronero, and is then rested for five years 
in bourbon barrels under the Carribean sun. We 
ship the rum at barrel strength to our distillery in 
Portland, Maine, where Graham proofs and 
blends the two rums, allowing enough time for the 
complementary flavors to balance and become 
greater than the sum of their parts.

OUR PROCESS

OUR STORY

Three of Strong Spirits is based in a converted 
warehouse in the bustling East Bayside 
neighborhood of Portland, Maine. 
We believe that there are no shortcuts when 
it comes to producing super premium rum. We 
use our vibrant tasting room as the testing 
ground to create small batch spirits that can 
stand on their own but also play well in cocktails. Check out our complete por�olio at 

threeofstrongspirits.com 

For more information contact us at 
sales@threeofstrongspirits.com
(207) 899-4930 
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